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Design And Development Of A Wiki-based Collaborative Process Writing Pedagogy: Putting Technological,
Pedagogical, And Content Knowledge (Tpack) In Action Xuanxi Li 2022-01-05 This book provides an example of the
capitalization of computer and wiki technology to support collaborative writing among Mainland Chinese upper
primary school students. It presents the results of a study showing the application of the Design-Based Research
(DBR) methodology to design a Wiki-based Collaborative Process Writing Pedagogy (WCPWP) to help students with
their writing in the Chinese context. The WCPWP is designed and developed based on social constructivist theory and
the social view of writing process theory, as well as in consideration of the Technological, Pedagogical, and Content
Knowledge (TPACK) framework.Primarily aimed at researchers and practitioners in the fields of collaborative learning,
TPACK, and Chinese writing, as well as Chinese language educators, this book will also deepen primary educators'
understanding of the links among technology, pedagogy and content, and guide educators in the integration of social
media, as well as the design of effective matching pedagogic strategies, in their teaching of writing.
Wiki Writing Matthew Barton 2008-11-25 When most people think of wikis, the first---and usually the only---thing
that comes to mind is Wikipedia. The editors of Wiki Writing: Collaborative Learning in the College Classroom, Robert
E. Cummings and Matt Barton, have assembled a collection of essays that challenges this common misconception,
providing an engaging and helpful array of perspectives on the many pressing theoretical and practical issues that wikis
raise. Written in an engaging and accessible manner that will appeal to specialists and novices alike, Wiki Writing
draws on a wealth of practical classroom experiences with wikis to offer a series of richly detailed and concrete
suggestions to help educators realize the potential of these new writing environments. Robert E. Cummings began work
at Columbus State University in August 2006 as Assistant Professor of English and Director of First-Year
Composition. Currently he also serves as the Writing Specialist for CSU's Quality Enhancement Plan, assisting
teachers across campus in their efforts to maximize student writing in their curriculum. He recently concluded a threeyear research study with the Inter/National Coalition for Electronic Portfolio Research and continues to research in
the fields of computers and writing, writing across the curriculum, writing in the disciplines, and curricular reform in
higher education. Matt Barton is Assistant Professor, St. Cloud State University, Department of English-Rhetoric
and Applied Writing Program. His research interests are rhetoric, new media, and computers and writing. He is the author
of Dungeons and Desktops: A History of Computer Role-Playing Games and has published in the journals Text and
Technology, Computers and Composition, Game Studies, and Kairos. He is currently serving as Associate Editor of
Kairosnews and Managing Editor of Armchair Arcade. "Wiki Writing will quickly become the standard resource for
using wikis in the classroom." ---Jim Kalmbach, Illinois State University digitalculturebooks is an imprint of the
University of Michigan Press and the Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of Michigan Library dedicated to
publishing innovative and accessible work exploring new media and their impact on society, culture, and scholarly
communication. Visit the website at www.digitalculture.org.
Wiki Works Robert Maloy 2017-11-01 Wiki Works in the History and Humanities Classroom shows how teachers and
students—working together as learning partners—can use interactive wiki technologies to transform the teaching of
history and humanities topics through web-based research and inquiry-based learning.
Chinese Grammar Wiki BOOK John Pasden 2020-12-20 The Chinese Grammar Wiki began in 2012 as a modest website
with a bold vision: to record all of the grammar structures in the Chinese language, categorize them by difficulty
level, explain each one in clear, jargon-free English, and link them all together. Initially the wiki was a resource
exclusively for the clients of AllSet Learning's Shanghai-based learning consultancy. But five years later, its
popularity among learners has exploded, and the Chinese Grammar Wiki has become the #1 online resource for Chinese
grammar among independent learners and college students alike.This book is the third major volume, covering all
essential grammar points that an upper intermediate (B2) learner needs to master. Together with the Elementary and
Intermediate volumes, the series comprises the most complete single resource on Chinese grammar in print.This volume
features:- 160 Upper Intermediate (B2)) grammar points- 200+ separate grammar structures- 1,700+ examples (with
pinyin and English translation)- Extensive interlinking of similar grammar points- Bilingual glossary of grammar termsLearner-centric design
Professional Wikis Mark S. Choate 2008-01-07
Wikipedia, 3.5 million Articles & Counting Heather Hasan 2011-12-15 Wikipedia-the massive, ever-expanding, and
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entirely free online encyclopedia largely written, edited, and managed by volunteers-has transformed the way people
seek information, especially students. It has also been scorned of many teachers and librarians administrators due to
its entries' frequent errors and biases. This book seeks to take an even-handed and realistic approach to Wikipedia,
acknowledging its serious flaws and shortcomings as a research tool, while also explaining what is valuable about it
and how it can be used carefully to gain a grounding of a subject that will then be researched in greater depth and with
more reputable sources. The book addresses how users can lodge complaints about a Wikipedia entry, how entries are
corrected, and how one goes about writing an entry. Finally, the latest thinking of teachers, librarians, and school
administrators regarding Wikipedia will be discussed, as will their suggestions for how best to use the online
encyclopedia as a legitimate research tool.
The Wiki Way Bo Leuf 2001 WikiWikiWeb is an open source collaborative server technology that enables users to
access, browse and edit hypertext pages, and can be used to coordinate collaborative documents, databases and
projects. This guide describes how to set up, customize, and run a Wiki server, with examples that demonstrate how to
apply and adapt Wiki to the demands of various situations. The CD-ROM contains public license Wiki sources. c. Book
News Inc.
Julian Assange: WikiLeaks Founder Melissa Higgins 2011-08-01 This title examines the remarkable life of Julian
Assange. Readers will learn about Assange's family background, childhood, education, and controversial work as the
creator and self-proclaimed journalist behind the "whistleblower" website WikiLeaks. Color and black & white photos
and informative sidebars accompany easy-to-read, compelling text. Features include a table of contents, timeline,
facts, additional resources, Web sites, a glossary, a bibliography, and an index. Essential Lives is a series in Essential
Library, an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Looking for Alaska John Green 2005 Sixteen-year-old Miles' first year at Culver Creek Preparatory School in
Alabama includes good friends and great pranks, but is defined by the search for answers about life and death after a
fatal car crash. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults & ALA Quick Pick. Reprint.
Plants Vs Zombies Garden Warfare Game Tips, Pc, Wiki, Codes, Download Guide Hiddenstuff Entertainment
2015-10-25 Advanced Tips & Strategy Guide. This is the most comprehensive and only detailed guide you will find
online. Available for instant download on your mobile phone, eBook device, or in paperback form. With the success of
my hundreds of other written guides and strategies I have written another advanced professional guide for new and
veteran players. This gives specific strategies and tips on how to progress in the game, beat your opponents, plus much
more! Here is what you will be getting when you purchase this professional advanced and detailed game guide. Professional Tips and Strategies. - Cheats and Hacks. - Secrets, Tips, Cheats, Unlockables, and Tricks Used By Pro
Players! - Supports PC, Xbox, & Playstation. - Overview & Basic Information. - Advanced Strategies. - A Detailed
Overview of All Plant and Zombie Types. - Detailed Step by Step Instructions! - Facebook and Wiki Strategies Online.
Wiki vs NWO (New World Order) Grant Elder 2014-11-05 Most people shun the word conspiracy. The media has made
it seem like all conspiracies are theories and that anyone who discusses them is a tinfoil hat. Yet anyone who has
studied history or business knows that conspiracies are a part of the human experience. Once we realize this, the
question arises: what conspiracies are occurring in our time that are significant? What perceptions of the world do we
hold that are incorrect? Western civilization, although technologically advanced beyond the days of a Flat Earth
or geocentric universe, is blind to it's own corruptions. Our governing practices were established over a century ago and have evolved very little. If we could apply the success we've had in science, technology, and understanding the
human condition to the way we govern our society, what would our world look like? Be forewarned. The journey
starts off frightfully dark and many people do not have the emotional fortitude to face the real demons. But if you
make the journey it is very rewarding to realize that we have at our disposal the means to create a remarkable world
for the next generation if we so choose. This book blends business management strategies leveraged by technology to
address the inherent problems in governments. Presented in a clear, step-by-step manner that provides readers with a
unique and fresh look at alternatives to our present system.
Using Wikis for Online Collaboration James A. West 2008-12-23 How can online instructors and course designers'
instruction harness the popular Web 2.0 tool, the wiki, for successful collaboration and learning outcomes? This
book focuses on using wikis in the active learning processes that are the hallmark of collaborative learning and
constructivism. It provides both the pedagogical background and practical guidelines, tools, and processes for
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accomplishing these goals with special emphasis on wikis and other collaborative design tools. This book supports the
effective design and delivery of online courses through the integration of collaborative writing and design activities.
Blogs, Wikipedia, Second Life, and Beyond Axel Bruns 2008 Explores our developing participatory online culture,
establishing the core principles which drive the rise of collaborative content creation in environments, from open source
through blogs and Wikipedia to Second Life. Argues that what is emerging is no longer just a new form of content
production, but a new process for the continuous creation and extension of knowledge and art by collarborative
communities: produsage.
The Lord of the Rings - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know G Whiz 2014-03-01 Did you know during a war, Tolkien
and his wife communicated using a secret code in his letters created by Tolkien as a means to get around the British
Army's postal censorship? Or did you know The Lord of the Rings started off as a personal exploration of Tolkien's
interests in philology, religion, fairy tales, and Norse and Celtic mythology.? What are the amazingly true facts behind
The Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien? Do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love? If you've
enjoyed the book, then this will be a must read delight for you! Collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts
about the book & author that are fun, down-to-earth, and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you
read through the book! Tips & Tricks to Enhance Reading Experience • Enter "G Whiz" after your favorite title to see if
publication exists! ie) Harry Potter G Whiz • Enter "G Whiz 101" to search for entire catalogue! • Tell us what title
you want next! • Combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons! • Submit a review and hop on the Wall of
Contributors! “Get ready for fun, down-to-earth, and amazing facts that keep you laughing & learning" - G Whiz
DISCLAIMER: This work is an unofficial derivative work not to be confused with the original title. It is a collection of
facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source URLs for further reading. Due to the nature
of research, no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes. Refined and tested for quality,
we provide a 100% satisfaction guarantee or your money back.
Measuring the Success of a Wiki for Small Organizations Mathias Riechert 2013-09 Seminar paper from the year 2011
in the subject Computer Science - Commercial Information Technology, grade: 1,3, Dresden Technical University,
language: English, abstract: The impact of knowledge management systems (KMS) on organizations grows rapidly.
Increasingly, corporations are also using wikis to support employee collaboration and knowledge management (cf.
Wagner, 2004, p. 104). A 2008 study by Gartner indicates that this year half of all US companies will use wikis
(Morse, 2008). Wikis allow open collaboration in organizations and offer great potential for teamwork and
knowledge management (KM). Using this potential for organizations in research context is a difficult task, because user
groups are smaller and many tools already exist. It is therefore crucial to understand what makes a wiki successful.
This seminar paper investigates the success factors of wikis derived from practical surveys, classifies them for
relevance to small organizations and finally builds a wiki success model based on IS research and the practical
success factors found.
Organizational Wiki Amy J. Mellor 2009
WIKI Alan J. Porter 2009-09-15 WIKI: Grow Your Own for Fun and Profit introduces the concept of wikis, and
shows why they are becoming the must-have communications and collaboration technology for businesses of any size.
Using a garden as a metaphor, Alan J. Porter shows you step-by-step how to select wiki software, get started,
overcome resistance to wikis, maintain your wiki, and use your wiki for internal collaboration, project planning,
communication with your customers, and more. Includes five case studies that highlight the ways companies are using
wikis to solve business and communication problems, increase efficiency, and improve customer satisfaction. Inside the
Book A Brief History of Collaboration Defining the Wiki Planting the Seed First Growth Maintaining the Garden
Landscaping Harvesting the Information A Wiki Checklist Notes on Popular Wiki Software Resources and Index
Blogs, Wikis, and Podacasts, Oh, My! Jeffrey Piontek 2009 Offers teachers and school administrators practical
suggestions for using blogs, wikis, and podcasts to organize and manage classrooms, aid in professional development,
and help students achieve.
Professional Wikis Mark S. Choate 2008 Provides information on installing, using, managing, and extending a wiki using
the MediaWiki.
Percy Jackson & the Olympians - 101 Amazingly True Facts You Didn't Know G Whiz 2014-02-01 Did you know the
inspiration for the Percy Jackson series came when Rick Riordan made up a bedtime story for his son Haley which
revolved around a demigod and his quest. Or did you know making Percy ADHD/dyslexic was Rick Riordan's way of
honoring the potential of all the kids he has known who have those conditions? What are the amazingly true facts
behind Percy Jackson and the Olympians by Rick Riordan? Do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers
love? If you've enjoyed the book, then this will be a must read delight for you! Collected for readers everywhere are
101 book facts about the book & author that are fun, down-to-earth, and amazingly true to keep you laughing and
learning as you read through the book! Tips & Tricks to Enhance Reading Experience • Enter "G Whiz" after your
favorite title to see if publication exists! ie) Harry Potter G Whiz • Enter "G Whiz 101" to search for entire
catalogue! • If not found, request to have your choice created by using form on our website! • Combine your favorite
titles to receive bundle coupons! • Write a review when you're done to hop on the list of contributors! “Get ready for
fun, down-to-earth, and amazingly true facts that keeps you learning as you read through the book” - G Whiz
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DISCLAIMER: This work is an unofficial derivative work not to be confused with the original title. It is a collection of
facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source URLs for further reading and enjoyment. Due
to the nature of research, no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes. Refined and tested
for quality, we provide a 100% satisfaction guarantee or your money back.
Global Wikipedia Pnina Fichman 2014-05-15 Dozens of books about Wikipedia are available, but they all focus on the
English Wikipedia and assume an Anglo-Saxon perspective, while disregarding cultural and language variability or
multi-cultural collaborative efforts. They address the impact of Wikipedia on society, processes of mass knowledge
production, and the dynamics of the Wikipedia community. However, none of them focus on Wikipedia’s global features.
This lack of attention presents a serious problem because more than 80% of Wikipedia articles are written in
languages other than English---in fact, Wikipedia includes articles in 285 languages. Global Wikipedia: International
and Cross-Cultural Issues in Online Collaboration is the first book to address this gap by focusing attention on the
global, multilingual, and multicultural aspects of Wikipedia. The editors showcase research on Wikipedia, exploring a
wide range of international and cross-cultural issues. Online global collaboration, coordination, and conflict
management are examined in this rich socio technical environment. Special emphases include International and crosscultural collaboration; Intercultural synergy on Wikimedia; Conflict and collaboration in editing international
entries; Case studies of Chinese, Finnish, French, and Greek Wikipedias; and, Cross-cultural studies that compare more
than one Wikipedia, focusing on content, structures, policies, contributions, interactions, processes, motivations, and
challenges.
Wiki 317 Success Secrets - 317 Most Asked Questions on Wiki - What You Need to Know Jack Cameron 2014-09-22
The latest and the greatest Wiki. There has never been a Wiki Guide like this. It contains 317 answers, much more than
you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never before been
offered in print. Get the information you need--fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge
and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about Wiki. A quick look inside of some of the
subjects covered: TiddlyWiki - Applications, MediaWiki - Groups and restriction of access, DEAR WIKIPEDIA READERS:
We are the small non-profit that runs the #5 website in the world. We have only 175 staff but serve 500 million
users, and have costs like any other top site: servers, power, programs, and staff. To protect our independence, we'll
never run ads. We take no government funds. We survive on donations averaging about $15. Now is the time we ask. If
everyone reading this right now gave $3, our fundraiser would be done within an hour. Wikipedia is something special. It
is like a library or a public park. It is like a temple for the mind, a place we can all go to think and learn. If Wikipedia is
useful to you, take one minute to keep it online and ad-free another year. Please help us forget fundraising and get back
to Wikipedia. Thank you. - Further reading, Wikipedia - Organization of article pages, Wikitude - Discussion, Comparison
of wiki software - General information, University of Canberra - Wikimedia outreach, Wikis - Implementations,
Wikileaks - We Steal Secrets: The Story of WikiLeaks, Wikileaks - Response from the financial industry, Wikileaks Response from media, Wikivoyage - Itineraries, Wikipedia - Methods of access, DEAR WIKIPEDIA READERS: We are the
small non-profit that runs the #5 website in the world. We have only 175 staff but serve 500 million users, and have
costs like any other top site: servers, power, programs, and much more...
Wiki Hosting Service Second Edition Gerardus Blokdyk 2018-04-16 Is Wiki hosting service currently on schedule
according to the plan? What other jobs or tasks affect the performance of the steps in the Wiki hosting service
process? How can skill-level changes improve Wiki hosting service? How will the Wiki hosting service team and the
organization measure complete success of Wiki hosting service? How do we maintain Wiki hosting service's Integrity?
This breakthrough Wiki hosting service self-assessment will make you the accepted Wiki hosting service domain
assessor by revealing just what you need to know to be fluent and ready for any Wiki hosting service challenge. How
do I reduce the effort in the Wiki hosting service work to be done to get problems solved? How can I ensure that plans
of action include every Wiki hosting service task and that every Wiki hosting service outcome is in place? How will I
save time investigating strategic and tactical options and ensuring Wiki hosting service costs are low? How can I
deliver tailored Wiki hosting service advice instantly with structured going-forward plans? There's no better guide
through these mind-expanding questions than acclaimed best-selling author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk ensures all Wiki
hosting service essentials are covered, from every angle: the Wiki hosting service self-assessment shows succinctly and
clearly that what needs to be clarified to organize the required activities and processes so that Wiki hosting service
outcomes are achieved. Contains extensive criteria grounded in past and current successful projects and activities by
experienced Wiki hosting service practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the easy elegance of the self-assessment,
provides its superior value to you in knowing how to ensure the outcome of any efforts in Wiki hosting service are
maximized with professional results. Your purchase includes access details to the Wiki hosting service self-assessment
dashboard download which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and shows you exactly what
to do next. Your exclusive instant access details can be found in your book.
Revelation 1999-01-01 The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series
of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast"
will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
Wikipedia @ 20 Joseph Reagle 2020-10-13 Wikipedia's first twenty years: how what began as an experiment in
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collaboration became the world's most popular reference work. We have been looking things up in Wikipedia for twenty
years. What began almost by accident—a wiki attached to an nascent online encyclopedia—has become the world's
most popular reference work. Regarded at first as the scholarly equivalent of a Big Mac, Wikipedia is now known for
its reliable sourcing and as a bastion of (mostly) reasoned interaction. How has Wikipedia, built on a model of radical
collaboration, remained true to its original mission of “free access to the sum of all human knowledge” when other
tech phenomena have devolved into advertising platforms? In this book, scholars, activists, and volunteers reflect on
Wikipedia's first twenty years, revealing connections across disciplines and borders, languages and data, the
professional and personal. The contributors consider Wikipedia's history, the richness of the connections that underpin
it, and its founding vision. Their essays look at, among other things, the shift from bewilderment to respect in press
coverage of Wikipedia; Wikipedia as “the most important laboratory for social scientific and computing research in
history”; and the acknowledgment that “free access” includes not just access to the material but freedom to
contribute—that the summation of all human knowledge is biased by who documents it. Contributors Phoebe Ayers,
Omer Benjakob, Yochai Benkler, William Beutler, Siko Bouterse, Rebecca Thorndike-Breeze, Amy Carleton, Robert
Cummings, LiAnna L. Davis, Si n Evans, Heather Ford, Stephen Harrison, Heather Hart, Benjamin Mako Hill, Dariusz
Jemielniak, Brian Keegan, Jackie Koerner, Alexandria Lockett, Jacqueline Mabey, Katherine Maher, Michael Mandiberg,
Stephane Coillet-Matillon, Cecelia A. Musselman, Eliza Myrie, Jake Orlowitz, Ian A. Ramjohn, Joseph Reagle, Anasuya
Sengupta, Aaron Shaw, Melissa Tamani, Jina Valentine, Matthew Vetter, Adele Vrana, Denny Vrande i
Wiki Anja Ebersbach 2005-09-06 A book about wikis! That's what people need. Because with wiki technology, lots of
people can freely work - gether – they can even generate very large works in the intellectual realm. See for yourself:
Today, we still marvel at our massive church buildings, each c- structed over a period of centuries, requiring an
immense amount of labor and often bearing the cultural stamp of all of the epochs during which it was created.
Someone just has to begin by placing stone upon stone and motivate the people nearby to help out a bit. In places where
such enthusiastic fellow men and women lend a hand and donate materials, great things can emerge. And where they are
absent? Either scant ruins remain, or the iron will of a pharaoh is - quired, an army of drivers, the sweat of a people
and a mountain of gold. Great things can also be created in that way – take the Py- mids: a clear concept, no blending
of styles, pure will. Those are two very different paths. The one entails passionate people devotedly building
something together for the common good; the other: a single will manages a variety of resources to achieve a set goal.
Wikis are tools with which lots of people with a minimum of - ganization, planning, money and time can create something
together and communicate with each other from several scattered computers or over the Internet.
How Wikipedia Works Phoebe Ayers 2008 Provides information on using and contributing to Wikipedia, covering such
topics as evaluating the reliability of articles, editing existing articles, adding new articles, communiating with other
users, and resolving content disputes.
Wikis: The Educator's Power Tool Kay Teehan 2010-09-16 This text provides different varieties of tried-and-true
wikis that will help any educator accomplish the multitude of teaching tasks imperative to their students' success. •
Contains 13 tables of outstanding real uses of wikis in classrooms • Illustrations depict the Cycle of Wiki
Creation/Revision and the Technology Text Cloud • Works cited page gives an overview of current research articles
on collaboration and the use of wikis
Wikis for School Leaders Stephanie Sandifer 2013-10-18 Maximize the effectiveness of your professional activities
through the use of wikis, and raise student achievement in turn! With strategies from online educator and technology
expert Stephanie Sandifer, this book provides how-to advice on the way in which wikis result in a more efficient use of
time, better communication, and increased adult learning for the members of your school community. Inside, you'll find
out how to promote collaboration and productivity in your school, all while contributing to improved student
learning. Topics include: The Dos and Don'ts of Wikis Social Networking Tools and Wikis Wikis for Leadership and
Administration Wikis in the Classroom Wikis for Home-to-School Communications Implement each of these practical,
innovative ideas and "wikify" your school today!
Wiki Anja Ebersbach 2008-06-13 Wikis provide a basis for many applications in the area of collaborative work and
have become a serious alternative to expensive content management systems. In this book, the authors explore wiki
philosophy and functions, and explain basic controls and components. The book includes a step-by-step guide to the
installation and configuration of the wiki-clones MediaWiki, TWiki and Confluence, along with a realistic tutorial
based on collaborative planning for a conference.
Wiki Government Beth Simone Noveck 2009-08-01 Collaborative democracy—government with the people—is a new
vision of governance in the digital age. Wiki Government explains how to translate the vision into reality. Beth Simone
Noveck draws on her experience in creating Peer-to-Patent, the federal government's first social networking initiative,
to show how technology can connect the expertise of the many to the power of the few. In the process, she reveals
what it takes to innovate in government. Launched in 2007, Peer-to-Patent connects patent examiners to volunteer
scientists and technologists via the web. These dedicated but overtaxed officials decide which of the million-plus
patent applications currently in the pipeline to approve. Their decisions help determine which start-up pioneers a new
industry and which disappears without a trace. Patent examiners have traditionally worked in secret, cut off from
essential information and racing against the clock to rule on lengthy, technical claims. Peer-to-Patent broke this mold
wiki
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by creating online networks of self-selecting citizen experts and channeling their knowledge and enthusiasm into forms
that patent examiners can easily use. Peer-to-Patent shows how policymakers can improve decisionmaking by harnessing
networks to public institutions. By encouraging, coordinating, and structuring citizen participation, technology can
make government both more open and more effective at solving today's complex social and economic problems. Wiki
Government describes how this model can be applied in a wide variety of settings and offers a fundamental rethinking of
effective governance and democratic legitimacy for the twenty-first century.
Wikis For Dummies Dan Woods 2011-02-08 Corporations have finally realized the value of collaboration tools for
knowledge sharing and Wiki is the open source technology for creating collaborative Web sites, as either a public site
on the Internet or on a private intranet site Shows readers how to set up Wikis in a corporate setting or on a
personal site so that users can retrieve information, post information, and edit the content Covers everything from
choosing a Wiki engine to administration and maintenance Discusses the advantages of using Wiki in a corporate
environment, which companies such as Microsoft, Boeing, Disney, and Motorola have already discovered
Wiki Management Rod Collins 2013-11-01 Command-and-control may have once been an effective model in managing the
large numbers of cookie-cutter clones that business programs were producing faster than anyone could say “MBA,”
but the rapid change and increasing complexity of the twenty-first century have rendered that model obsolete. For the
most part, today’s managers who were trained in the old ways are not adept to succeed in the current work
environment that has evolved from take-it-or-leave-it hierarchies to collaborative networks of workers and
managers feeding off of each other’s ideas to build the business together. The new age of mass collaboration demands a
new and extremely different model to manage by today--wiki management.Featuring enlightening examples from forwardthinking companies including Google, Whole Foods, Linux, and Wikipedia, Wiki Management outlines the revolutionary,
necessary steps companies must take to: • Leverage their collective intelligence • Effectively integrate diverse points of
view • Transition leaders from the role of “boss” to that of facilitator • Make “delighting customers“ more important
than pleasing superiors • Achieve a shared and actionable understanding of the key drivers of business successIt’s a
different world today than the one you were educated in, trained in, and found great success in. This “wiki” world has
reshaped both the work we do and the way we do it, making mass collaboration not only possible but usually the best
solution. This groundbreaking book reveals what it takes for managers of any generation to succeed in this fast-paced
and exciting new environment.
Shark Island Joan Druett 2006-10-03 Encountering the wreck of a sealing ship on the shoals of remote, uninhabited
Shark Island, Wiki Coffin, linguist and peace officer aboard the U.S. Exploring Expedition, is stunned to discover the
body of the ship's murdered captain, a crime in which Wiki's colleague and nemesis, Lieutenant Forsythe, becomes the prime
suspect. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
Do as I Say (not as I Do) Peter Schweizer 2005 Provides a critique of the liberal life and the contradictions between
public stances and real-life behavior among prominent liberals, including Ralph Nader, Noam Chomsky, George Soros, the
Kennedys, Michael Moore, and Barbra Streisand.
Wikipedia
Two Zebras Human Anatomy in the Age of Wikipedia Ze’ev Silverman 2019-08-01 Seriously. Look in any large
commercial bookstore—you’ll be shocked by the sheer numberof books written on the subject. Especially bookstores
associated with a university, and evenmore so, universities with a medical school. You’ll find Anatomy textbooks,
many of them hefty tomes and others, slimmer, distilled, even pocket volumes. Also Anatomy atlases, someof these of
the classic, masterfully hand-drawn kind and others, the increasingly popular slickphotograph and illustration
variety; and Anatomy dissection guides; and an Anatomy coloring book or two. Elsewhere, there are likely Anatomythemed novels, and more. So what, otherthan hubris or a tragically delayed middle-age crisis would drive me to now
add yet anotherAnatomy book to this hopelessly cluttered pile? The only answer I have to this obvious but no-lessworthy-for-being-so question is “None of those others are like mine.” For one thing,there is the small matter of my three
decades spent studying, organizing, drawing,explaining, encouraging, haranguing med students on three continents on all
matters anatomical.
Wikis Jane Klobas 2006-06-30 Wikis as information sources, as a form of publishing, and as tools for collaboration,
are discussed in this book. The applications of wikis in library and information services, education and business are
explored, with examples. Provides an overview of wikis, in the context of the increasing use of ‘social software’ and
the trend towards a more interactive World Wide Web. The different kinds of wikis are identified and described. The
advantages and problems associated with using wikis in information work and collaboration are discussed. One of the
problems is simply that of finding wikis that deal with a particular topic or activity, and this is addressed through a
discussion of directories, search engines and other finding tools. Later chapters cover the options for creating wikis
and the management of a wiki. The book concludes with lists of resources related to wikis. No other book currently
available, addresses this highly topical subject Wikis are becoming important sources of information on the web yet
they are little understood by librarians or the general public Although wikis can be useful sources of information,
Internet users need to know how wikis operate if they are to be able to evaluate the information in a wiki
Wikipedia U Thomas Leitch 2014-11-01 Leitch regards Wikipedia as an ideal instrument for probing the central
assumptions behind liberal education, making it more than merely, as one of its severest critics has charged, “the
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encyclopedia game, played online.”
Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts, and Other Powerful Web Tools for Classrooms Will Richardson 2006-03-06 This book
brings teachers a bold vision and on-the-ground Monday morning practicality. It will move educators to think
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differently about technology's potential for strengthening students' critical thinking, writing, reflection, and
interactive learning. Will Richardson demystifies words like "blog," "wiki," and "aggregator," making classroom
technology an easily accessible component of classroom research, writing, and learning.
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